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Best Practices (sample lesson plans) are available on the LCPS Fine Arts website:
www.loudoun.k12.va.us
•
•
•
•

Click on “Fine Arts”
Sign In
Click on “Music Teacher Resources”
Click on “Elementary Best Practices”
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Statement of Philosophy
Music is an art form through which feeling is expressed. Music adds quality to life as it
promotes mental development and provides an outlet for emotional expression. It has
motivating characteristics that inspire all people to appreciate some form or genre of
music. Considering the intrinsic value of music, the primary purpose of music education
is to contribute to the quality of life for all students by developing their capabilities to
participate fully in a musical culture.
Music provides a powerful means of engaging students in learning and improving their
achievement. Fundamental in a student’s overall social, emotional, and cognitive
development, music enhances reasoning, inspires creativity, and encourages critical
thinking, self-discipline, problem-solving, decision-making, cooperation, and
imagination. Music enables students to learn about themselves, other people, and
humanity in general.
The Loudoun County elementary general music program is a strong, diverse, vocal music
curriculum that enhances each child’s education while simultaneously establishing an
understanding and appreciation of this art form. The purpose of the program is to
develop awareness that music is a vital part of each student’s daily life. A
comprehensive, well-planned, and logical sequence of developmentally appropriate
experiences lead to clearly defined skills and knowledge and allow for exploration,
cultural and aesthetic enrichment, and personal satisfaction.
The elementary general music program is offered to students of all learning modalities in
grades one through five, and is designed to offer a myriad of opportunities for active
participation and success. Students are regularly engaged in singing, playing instruments,
moving to music, learning to read and notate music, creating music, and listening to,
analyzing, and evaluating music and music performances. Carefully selected materials
are utilized for their aesthetic value to the program and provide a framework whereby
students learn to understand and appreciate their own historical and cultural heritage as
well as those of other cultures.
This document outlines the highest priority skills and knowledge students should acquire
in elementary music as defined by the National Standards for Arts Education and the
Virginia Standards of Learning (SOL) for Music.
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LCPS Elementary Music Curriculum
Quick Reference Table
Please refer to other sections of this document for greater detail.

Rhythm

Melody

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Grade One
steady beat
melodic rhythm
similar/different
±,√∝,≤
strong/weak beats
4 voice qualities
sing in tune
imitate patterns
higher/lower
upward/downward/same
staff
mi so la

Grade Two
□ °,←,∑,™
□ tie
□ duple/triple meter

Grade Three
□ ⊗ , √ − ∝ , ± ⊗ , ±.
⊗ , °.
□ ″… and ƒ…
□ ≥… and ⎭⎯

□
□
□
□

□ ledger lines
□ pitches from middle
C to line 5 F
□ low so
□ low la
□ high do
□ do-pentatonic (do=C,
F, G)

G clef
pitches F G A B
do
re

Harmony/
Texture

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

speech ostinato
body percussion
rhythm ostinato
simple bordun
one-chord accomp.
solo/group
accomp./no accomp.

□
□
□
□
□

2-part canon
2-layer inst. ens.
broken bordun
two-chord accomp.
duet

Form

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

phrase
same/different
call & response
AB form
repeat sign
loud/soft
fast/slow
smooth/jerky

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

same/similar/different
question & answer
ABA
verse/refrain (chorus)
introduction
forte, piano
largo, presto
accent
fermata

Expression

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Grade Four
□ ∂==≈,√⎡≈,∂⎢∝,◊
,〈
□ syncopation
□ explain function of time
signatures
□ fa
□ la-pentatonic
□ ascending/descending/
repeating
□ recorder (3 pitches)

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

system
F clef
bass clef pitches
ti
diatonic melodies
major/minor
key sigs. vs. accidentals

#≅∃

recorder (+2 pitches)
independent 2-part
harmony
□ chordal accomp. in
major and minor
□ quintet

partner songs
multi-part canon
3-layer inst. ens.
level bordun
arpeggiated bordun
trio
create accomp. and
ostinati
□ ABC
□ intro/interlude/coda

□
□
□
□
□
□

□ rondo
□ D.C., D.S., al Fine, al
Coda
□ multiple endings

□ theme and variations

□ crescendo,
decrescendo
□ accelerando,
ritardando
□ marcato, staccato,
legato

□ mezzo-forte, mezzopiano
□ adagio, allegro
□ slur

□ fortissimo, pianissimo
□ andante, moderato
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descant
multi-part inst. ens.
moving bordun
three-chord accomp.
quartet
create accomp. and
ostinati

Grade Five
□ √.≈
□ triplets
□ counting

Timbre

Genre

Movement

Technology
Vocabulary

Grade One
Grade Two
Grade Three
Grade Four
Grade Five
□ speak, sing, whisper, call
□ brass instruments
□ band, orchestra,
□ SATB
□ percussion instruments
□ voice vs. instrument
□ aurally ID 4 orch.
□ woodwind instruments
□ aurally ID indiv. orch.
chorus
□ pitched/non-pitched
□ string instruments
□ visually ID indiv. orch.
families
inst.
□ 4 non-pitched perc.
□ experience world inst.
classroom inst.
inst.
□ visually ID 4 orch.
groups (metal, drum,
families
scraper/shaker, wood)
Students will experience and respond to music of various styles and genres from a variety of world cultures, including music of the classical Western
tradition. In the effort to meet the cross-curricular needs of students, it may be necessary to realign the cultural studies.
□ Alaska
□ China
□ Greece
□ Virginia History
□ Regions of the U.S.
□ Hawaii
□ Egypt
□ Italy
□ Australia
□ North America
□ Mali / West Africa
□ Pacific region
(including Canada,
Mexico, and indigenous
Nations)
□ classical Western music 1
□ jazz
□ folk
□ popular
□ Recognize a composer and a music composition from
each of four different periods of music history
□ Refine nonlocomotor
□ Refine bilateral
□ Alternating pat-snap,
□ Snap, hand jive
□ Pat, clap, stamp, bend,
□ Line and folk dances,
movements
movements
clap-snap, stamp-snap,
stretch, twist, shake
□ Clap-snap, stamp□ Alternating snap,
□ Pat-clap, pat-tap, patcircle dances, playpat-clap-snap, stampsnap, pat-clap-snap
stamp-pat-clap
stamp
parties
pat-clap-snap
□ Square dances, line
□ Social and popular
□ Rhythm, accent,
□ Walk, run, hop, jump,
and folk dances,
dances, square dances,
tempo, duration
twirl, skip, slide, leap,
□ Level, direction, size,
circle dances
line and folk dances
gallop
□ Rhythm, accent, duration
place-pathway, focus
□ Attack, weight,
□ Level, direction, size,
strength/tension, flow
place-pathway, focus
□ Wring, press, thrust,
□ Attack, weight,
slash, float, glide
strength/tension, flow
□ Flick, tap, thrust, slash,
float, glide
□ utilize available technology to augment experiences in the other program objectives
□ recognize and apply appropriate music vocabulary as they relate to other program objectives 2

1

Music of the classical Western tradition shall include music from each of four historical periods: Baroque, Classical, Romantic, and Modern. Please see page XXX for
a list of suggested (but not mandatory) significant composers. Teachers are encouraged to use music of composers not listed here; further, teachers are not required to
use music of all composers listed.

5

2

Please see page YYY for a list of grade-appropriate vocabulary.
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Mastery Objectives per Grade Level
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Grade One
Rhythm

Melody

Harmony /
Texture

Form

Expression

Timbre

1-R.1 Maintain steady
beat

1-M.1 Recognize and
employ four voice
qualities

1-H.1 Perform a speech
ostinato

1-F.1 Recognize a
musical phrase

1-E.1 Identify and
perform dynamics as
loud or soft

1-T.1 Identify four
voice qualities: speak,
sing, whisper, call

1-R.2 Distinguish
between steady beat and
melodic rhythm

1-M.2 Sing in tune

1-H.2 Employ body
percussion

1-F.2 Identify phrases
as same or different

1-E.2 Identify and
perform tempi as fast or
slow

1-T.2 Distinguish
between voices and
instruments

1-R.3 Recognize
rhythmic patterns as
similar to or different
from each other

1-M.3 Accurately
imitate melodic patterns

1-H.3 Perform, on
instruments, a rhythm
ostinato

1-F.3 Identify and
perform call-andresponse phrase form

1-E.3 Identify and
perform articulations as
connected (smooth) or
disconnected (jerky)

1-T.3 Identify pitched
and non-pitched
classroom instruments

1-R.4 Employ
± , √ ∝ , ανδ ≤ in
rhythmic patterns

1-M.4 Compare pitches
as higher or lower than
one another

1-H.4 Perform, on
mallet instruments, a
simple bordun (drone)

1-F.4 Identify and
perform AB sectional
form

1-R.6 Recognize strong
and weak beats
(macrobeats and
microbeats) in usual
meters

1-M.5 Recognize and
identify melody patterns
that move upward,
downward, or remain
the same

1-H.5 Perform tonic
chords on a chording
instrument

1-F.6 Identify and
explain the function of
the repeat sign ∨|: :|∨

1-M.6 Identify the
music staff

1-H.6 Identify solo vs.
group texture

1-M.7 Employ mi, so,
and la in melodic
patterns, including:
so–mi
so–la–so–mi
so–mi–la–so–mi

1-H.7 Distinguish
between accompanied
and unaccompanied
vocal music

Genre: Alaska, Hawaii, Australia, Pacific region (including Japan) (1-G.1)
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1-T.4 Identify, visually,
four orchestral
instrument families

Grade Two
Melody

Harmony /
Texture

Form

2-R.4 Employ ° , ← ,
™ , ∑ , and the tie ( _
and ⊃ ) in rhythmic
patterns

2-M.6 Identify the clef
∞, and pitches F G A B

2-H.1 Sing in two-part
canon

2-F.2 Identify phrases
as same, similar, or
different (aa, aa′, or ab)

2-E.1 Identify and
perform dynamics as
forte f or piano p

2-T.3 Identify brass
instruments

2-R.6 Employ meters
that are represented by
the time signatures ″…,
ƒ…, and ⎭⎯

2-M.7 Employ do and
re in melodic patterns,
including:
so–mi–do
la–so–mi–do
mi–re–do
so–mi–re–do
la–so–mi–re–
do

2-H.3 Perform in a
two-part (two-layer)
instrument ensemble

2-F.3 Identify and
perform question-andanswer phrase form

2-E.2 Identify and
perform tempi as largo
or presto

2-T.4 Identify, aurally,
four orchestral
instrument families

2-H.4 Perform, on
mallet instruments, a
broken bordun (drone)

2-F.4 Identify and
perform ABA and
verse/refrain
(verse/chorus) sectional
forms

2-E.3 Identify and
perform accent > and
fermata ⇓

2-T.5 Identify four
non-pitched percussion
groups: metal, drum,
scraper/shaker, wood

2-H.5 Perform tonic
and dominant chords on
a chording instrument

2-F.5 Identify an
introduction

Rhythm

2-H.6 Identify duet
texture
2-H.7 Create ostinati

Genre: China, Egypt, North America (2-G.1)
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Expression

Timbre

Grade Three
Rhythm

Melody

Harmony /
Texture

Form

Expression

3-R.4 Employ ⊗ ,
√ − ∝ , ± ⊗ , ±. ⊗ ,
and °. in rhythmic
patterns

3-M.6 Identify ledger lines
and treble staff pitches
from ledger line C through
line 5 F

3-H.1 Sing partner
songs and multi-part
canon

3-F.4 Identify and
perform ABC sectional
form

3-E.1 Identify and
perform crescendo
and
decrescendo

3-R.6 Employ the time
signatures ″… and ƒ…
in usual duple meter,
and the time signatures
≥… and ⎭⎯ in usual
triple meter

3-M.7 Employ so¸, la¸,
and do′ in melodic patterns,
including:
do′–so–la–so
do′–so–mi–do
mi–so–do′
re–do–la¸
mi–re–do–la¸
so–mi–re–
do–la¸
re–do–la¸–so¸
mi–re–do–
la¸–so¸
so–mi–re–
do–la¸–
so¸

3-H.3 Perform in a
three-part (three-layer)
instrument ensemble

3-F.5 Identify an
introduction, interlude,
and coda

3-E.2 Identify and
perform accelerando
and ritardando

3-M.8 Identify, read, and
notate do-pentatonic
melodic patterns where
do = C, F, and G

3-H.4 Perform, on
mallet instruments,
level and arpeggiated
borduns (drones)

3-E.3 Identify and
perform
marcato ⇒ , legato ± ,
and staccato ± ̣

3-H.6 Identify trio
texture
3-H.7 Create
accompaniments and

20

Timbre

3-T.2 Identify band,
orchestra, chorus

3-T.3 Identify string
instruments

ostinati

Genre: Greece, Italy, West Africa and Mali (3-G.1)
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Grade Four
Harmony /
Texture

Rhythm

Melody

4-R.4 Employ
∂==≈,√⎡≈,∂⎢∝ ,
◊ , and 〈 in rhythmic
patterns

4-M.4 Recognize and
identify melodic
patterns as ascending,
descending, or repeating

4-H.1 Sing descants

4-R.5 Recognize and
employ syncopation
patterns, including
∂−≈,⊗±⊗,±°±,
◊ ± ⊗ , ≤ ° ± , and
variations of these
patterns that employ the
tie (both _ and ⊃ )

4-M.7 Employ fa in
melodic patterns,
including:
so–fa–mi–re–do
mi–fa–so
do–re–mi–fa–so
re–fa

4-H.3 Perform in a
multi-part (multilayer)
instrumental ensemble

4-R.6 Employ and
explain the function of
the time signatures ″…
and ƒ… in usual duple
meter, and the time
signatures ≥… and ⎭⎯
in usual triple meter

4-M.8 Identify, read,
and notate do-pentatonic
and la-pentatonic
melodic patterns in a
variety of keys

4-H.4 Perform, on
mallet instruments, a
moving bordun (drone)

4-M.10 Perform at least
3 pitches on soprano
recorder

Form
4-F.4 Identify and
perform rondo
(ABACA) sectional
form
4-F.6 Identify and
explain the function of
musical directives,
including repeat sign
∨|: :|∨, Da Capo
(D.C.), Del Segno
(D.S.), %, al Fine, Fine,
al Coda, , and multiple
endings (1st and 2nd
endings)

4-H.5 Perform tonic,
subdominant, and
dominant chords on a
chording instrument
4-H.6 Identify quartet
texture
4-H.7 Create
accompaniments and
ostinati

Genre: History of Virginia (4-G.1); composers & compositions (4-G.3)
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Expression

Timbre

4-E.1 Identify and
perform mezzo-forte mf
and mezzo-piano mp

4-T.1 Identify four
adult vocal registers:
soprano, alto, tenor,
bass

4-E.2 Identify and
perform adagio and
allegro

4-T.3 Identify
woodwind instruments

4-E.3 Identify and
perform slur √∇∝

4-T.4 Identify, visually,
individual orchestral
instruments

Grade Five
Rhythm

Melody

Harmony /
Texture

5-R.4 Employ √.≈ in
rhythmic patterns

5-M.6 Identify a
system, the clef ♦ and
pitches on the grand
staff

5-H.1 Sing
independent two-part
harmony

5-R.7 Experience the
metric counting system

5-M.7 Employ ti¸ in
melodic patterns,
including:
do–ti¸–la¸
do–ti¸–do

5-H.5 Perform, on
chording instruments,
various chords in major
and minor tonalities

5-M.8 Identify, read,
and notate diatonic
melodic patterns in a
variety of keys

5-H.6 Identify quintet
texture

Form
5-F.4 Identify and
perform theme-andvariations (A A′ A″
etc.) sectional form

Expression

Timbre

5-E.1 Identify and
perform fortissimo ff
and pianissimo pp

5-T.3 Identify
percussion instruments

5-E.2 Identify and
perform andante and
moderato

5-T.4 Identify, aurally,
individual orchestral
instruments

5-T.5 Experience
available world
instruments

5-M.9 Identify major
and minor tonality, key
signatures, and
accidentals (# ≅ ∃ )
5-M.10 Perform at
least 2 additional
pitches (a total of at
least 5) on soprano
recorder

Genre: Regions of the United States (5-G.1); composers & compositions (5-G.3)
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Scope and Sequence
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Rhythm
•

The student will experience, recognize, respond to, read, notate, perform, and create rhythms
and rhythmic patterns in a variety of meters.
Grade One

Grade Two

Grade Three

Grade Four

Grade Five

1-R.1 Maintain steady beat

2-R.1

3-R.1

4-R.1

5-R.1

1-R.2 Distinguish between steady beat
and melodic rhythm (rhythm of the
melody)

2-R.2

3-R.2

4-R.2

5-R.2

1-R.3 Recognize rhythmic patterns as
similar to or different from each other

2-R.3

3-R.3

4-R.3

5-R.3

1-R.4 Employ
± , √ ∝ , and ≤ ιν ρηψτημιχ παττερνσ

2-R.4 Employ ± ,
√∝,°,←,≤,™,
∑ , and the tie (_ and
⊃) in rhythmic
patterns

3-R.4 Employ ± , √ ∝ ,
°,←,⊗,√−∝,
± ⊗ , ±. ⊗ , °. , ≤ , ™ ,
∑ , and the tie (_ and
⊃) in rhythmic patterns

4-R.4 Employ ± , √ ∝ ,
∂==≈,√⎡≈,∂⎢∝, °,
←,⊗,√−∝,± ⊗,
±. ⊗ , °. , ≤ , ◊ , 〈 , ™ , ∑ ,
and the tie ( _ and ⊃ ) in
rhythmic patterns

5-R.4 Employ ± , √ ∝ ,
∂ = = ≈ , √ ⎡ ≈ , ∂ ⎢ ∝ , √.≈ ,
°,←,⊗,√−∝,± ⊗,
±. ⊗ , °. , ≤ , ◊ , 〈 , ™ , ∑ ,
and the tie ( _ and ⊃ ) in
rhythmic patterns

4-R.5 Recognize and
employ syncopation
patterns, including ∂ − ≈ ,
⊗ ± ⊗ , ± ° ± ,◊ ± ⊗ ,
≤ ° ± , and variations of
these patterns that employ
the tie (both _ and ⊃ )

5-R.5

4-R.6 Employ and explain
the function of the time
signatures ″… and ƒ… in
usual duple meter, and the
time signatures ≥… and
⎭⎯ in usual triple meter

5-R.6

1-R.6 Recognize strong and weak beats
(macrobeats and microbeats) in usual
meters

2-R.6 Employ meters
that are represented
by the time signatures
″…, ƒ…, and ⎭⎯

3-R.6 Employ the time
signatures ″… and ƒ…
in usual duple meter,
and the time signatures
≥… and ⎭⎯ in usual
triple meter

5-R.7 Experience the metric
counting system
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Melody
•
•

The student will experience, recognize, respond to, read, notate, perform, and create melodic
patterns.
The melodic solfege system to be employed is movable do syllables with a la-based minor.
Grade One

Grade Two

Grade Three

Grade Four

Grade Five

1-M.1 Recognize and
employ four qualities of the
voice

2-M.1

3-M.1

4-M.1

5-M.1

1-M.2 Sing in tune

2-M.2

3-M.2

4-M.2

5-M.2

1-M.3 Accurately imitate
melodic patterns

2-M.3

3-M.3

4-M.3

5-M.3

1-M.4 Compare pitches as
higher or lower than one
another

2-M.4

3-M.4

4-M.4

5-M.4

4-M.5 Recognize and
identify melody patterns as
ascending, descending, or
repeating

5-M.5

4-M.6

5-M.6 Identify the staff,
system, the clef ∞, the clef ♦,
ledger lines, and pitches on
the grand staff

1-M.5 Recognize and
identify melody patterns that
move upward, downward, or
remain the same

2-M.5

3-M.5

1-M.6 Identify the music
staff

2-M.6 Identify the staff, the
clef ∞, and pitches F G A B

3-M.6 Identify the staff, the
clef ∞, ledger lines, and
treble staff pitches from
ledger line C through line 5 F
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Grade One

1-M.7 Employ mi, so, and la
in melodic patterns,
including:
•
so–mi
•
so–la–so–mi
•
so–mi–la–so–mi

Grade Two

2-M.7 Employ do, re, mi,
so, and la in melodic
patterns, including:
•
so–mi–do
•
la–so–mi–do
•
mi–re–do
•
so–mi–re–do
•
la–so–mi–re–do

Grade Three

Grade Four

Grade Five

3-M.7 Employ so¸, la¸, do,
re, mi, so, la, and do′ in
melodic patterns, including:
do′–so–la–so
do′–so–mi–do
mi–so–do′
re–do–la¸
mi–re–do–la¸
so–mi–re–do–la¸
re–do–la¸–so¸
mi–re–do–la¸–so¸
so–mi–re–do–la¸–so¸

4-M.7 Employ so¸, la¸, do,
re, mi, fa, so, la, and do′ in
melodic patterns, including:
so–fa–mi–re–do
mi–fa–so
do–re– mi–fa–so
re–fa

5-M.7 Employ so¸, la¸, ti¸,
do, re, mi, fa, so, la, ti, and
do′ in melodic patterns,
including:
•
do–ti¸–la¸
•
do–ti¸–do

3-M.8 Identify, read, and
notate do-pentatonic melodic
patterns where do = C, F,
and G

4-M.8 Identify, read, and
notate do-pentatonic and lapentatonic melodic patterns
in a variety of keys

5-M.8 Identify, read, and
notate pentatonic and
diatonic melodic patterns in a
variety of keys
5-M.9 Identify major and
minor tonality, key
signatures, and accidentals
(# ≅ ∃ )

4-M.10 Perform at least 3
pitches on soprano recorder
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5-M.10 Perform at least 2
additional pitches (a total of
at least 5) on soprano
recorder

Harmony / Texture
•

The student will experience, respond to, and perform a variety of musical textures and
harmonic structures.
Grade One

Grade Two

Grade Three

Grade Four

Grade Five

1-H.1 Perform a speech
ostinato

2-H.1 Sing in two-part
canon

3-H.1 Sing partner songs
and multi-part canon

4-H.1 Sing descants, partner
songs, and in multi-part
canon

5-H.1 Sing independent
two-part harmony, descants,
partner songs, and in multipart canon

1-H.2 Employ body
percussion

2-H.2

3-H.2

4-H.2

5-H.2

1-H.3 Perform, on
instruments, a rhythm
ostinato

2-H.3 Perform in a twopart (two-layer) instrument
ensemble

3-H.3 Perform in a threepart (three-layer) instrument
ensemble

4-H.3 Perform in a multipart (multilayer)
instrumental ensemble

5-H.3

1-H.4 Perform, on mallet
instruments, a simple bordun
(drone)

2-H.4 Perform, on mallet
instruments, a broken
bordun (drone)

3-H.4 Perform, on mallet
instruments, level and
arpeggiated borduns (drones)

4-H.4 Perform, on mallet
instruments, a moving
bordun (drone)

5-H.4

1-H.5 Perform tonic chords
on a chording instrument

2-H.5 Perform tonic and
dominant chords on a
chording instrument

3-H.5

4-H.5 Perform tonic,
subdominant, and dominant
chords on a chording
instrument

5-H.5 Perform, on
chording instruments,
various chords in major and
minor tonalities

1-H.6 Identify solo vs.
group texture

2-H.6 Identify duet texture

3-H.6 Identify trio texture

4-H.6 Identify quartet
texture

5-H.6 Identify quintet
texture

1-H.7 Distinguish between
accompanied and
unaccompanied vocal music

2-H.7 Create ostinati

3-H.7 Create
accompaniments and ostinati

4-H.7

5-H.7
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Form
•

The student will experience, recognize, identify, and explain aspects of musical form.
Grade One

Grade Two

Grade Three

Grade Four

Grade Five

1-F.1 Recognize a musical
phrase

2-F.1

3-F.1

4-F.1

5-F.1

1-F.2 Identify phrases as
same or different

2-F.2 Identify phrases as
same, similar, or different
(aa, aa′, or ab)

3-F.2

4-F.2

5-F.2

1-F.3 Identify and perform
call-and-response phrase
form

2-F.3 Identify and perform
question-and-answer and
call-and-response phrase
forms

3-F.3

4-F.3

5-F.3

1-F.4 Identify and perform
AB sectional form

2-F.4 Identify and perform
AB, ABA, and verse/refrain
(verse/chorus) sectional
forms

3-F.4 Identify and perform
AB, ABA, ABC, and
verse/refrain (verse/chorus)
sectional forms

4-F.4 Identify and perform
AB, ABA, ABC,
verse/refrain (verse/chorus)
and rondo (ABACA)
sectional forms

5-F.4 Identify and perform
AB, ABA, ABC,
verse/refrain (verse/chorus),
rondo (ABACA), and themeand-variations (A A′ A″ etc.)
sectional forms

2-F.5 Identify an
introduction

3-F.5 Identify an
introduction, interlude, and
coda

4-F.5

5-F.5

3-F.6

4-F.6 Identify and explain
the function of musical
directives, including repeat
sign ∨|: :|∨, Da Capo
(D.C.), Del Segno (D.S.), %,
al Fine, Fine, al Coda, , and
multiple endings (1st and 2nd
endings)

5-F.6

1-F.6 Identify and explain
the function of the repeat
sign ∨|: :|∨

2-F.6
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Expression
•

The student will recognize, identify, and respond to expressive elements of music, including
dynamics, tempo, and articulation, and will perform music with appropriate expressive qualities.
Grade One

Grade Two

Grade Three

Grade Four

3-E.1 Identify and perform
forte f, piano p, crescendo
, and decrescendo

4-E.1 Identify and perform
forte f, mezzo-forte mf,
mezzo-piano mp, piano p,
crescendo
, and
decrescendo

Grade Five
5-E.1 Identify and perform
fortissimo ff, forte f, mezzoforte mf, mezzo-piano mp,
piano p, pianissimo pp,
crescendo
, and
decrescendo

1-E.1 Identify and perform
dynamics as loud or soft

2-E.1 Identify and perform
dynamics as forte f or piano
p

1-E.2 Identify and perform
tempi as fast or slow

2-E.2 Identify and perform
tempi as largo or presto

3-E.2 Identify and perform
largo, presto, accelerando,
and ritardando

4-E.2 Identify and perform
largo, adagio, allegro, presto,
accelerando, and ritardando

5-E.2 Identify and perform
largo, adagio, andante,
moderato, allegro, presto,
accelerando, and ritardando

2-E.3 Identify and perform
accent > and fermata ⇓

3-E.3 Identify and perform
marcato ⇒ , legato ± ,
staccato ± ̣, accent >, and
fermata ⇓

4-E.3 Identify and perform
slur √∇∝,
marcato ⇒ , legato ± ,
staccato ± ̣, accent >, and
fermata ⇓

5-E.3

1-E.3 Identify and perform
articulations as connected
(smooth) or disconnected
(jerky)
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Timbre
•

The student will experience, recognize, and respond to a variety of instrumental and vocal
timbres.
Grade One

Grade Two

Grade Three

Grade Four

Grade Five

1-T.1 Identify four voice
qualities: speak, sing,
whisper, call

2-T.1

3-T.1

4-T.1 Identify four adult
vocal registers: soprano, alto,
tenor, bass

5-T.1

1-T.2 Distinguish between
voices and instruments

2-T.2

3-T.2 Identify band,
orchestra, chorus

4-T.2

5-T.2

1-T.3 Identify pitched and
non-pitched classroom
instruments

2-T.3 Identify brass
instruments

3-T.3 Identify string
instruments

4-T.3 Identify woodwind
instruments

5-T.3 Identify percussion
instruments

1-T.4 Identify, visually, four
orchestral instrument
families

2-T.4 Identify, aurally, four
orchestral instrument
families

3-T.4

4-T.4 Identify, visually,
individual orchestral
instruments

5-T.4 Identify, aurally,
individual orchestral
instruments

2-T.5 Identify four
non-pitched percussion
groups: metal, drum,
scraper/shaker, wood

3-T.5

4-T.5

5-T.5 Experience available
world instruments
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Genre
•
•

The student will experience and respond to music of various styles and genres from a variety of
world cultures, including music of the classical Western tradition.
In the effort to meet the cross-curricular needs of students, it may be necessary to realign the
cultural studies.
Grade One

Grade Two

Grade Three

Grade Four

Grade Five

1-G.1 Experience music from
Alaska, Hawaii, Australia, and
the Pacific region (including
Japan)

2-G.1 Experience music
from China, Egypt, and
North America (including
Canada, Mexico, and
indigenous Nations)

3-G.1 Experience music
from Greece, Italy, and West
Africa (including Mali)

4-G.1 Experience music
associated with the history
of Virginia

5-G.1 Experience music
associated with the various
regions of the United States

1-G.2 Experience a variety of
musical styles and genres,
including:
□ classical Western music*
□ jazz
□ folk
□ popular

2-G.2

3-G.2

4-G.2

5-G.2

4-G.3 Recognize a composer
and a music composition
from each of four different
periods of music history*

5-G.3

* Music of the classical Western tradition shall include music from each of four historical periods: Baroque, Classical, Romantic, and Modern. The student may
experience music masterworks of the following suggested (but not mandatory) significant composers. Teachers are encouraged to use music of composers not
listed here; further, teachers are not required to use music of all composers listed.
□
□
□
□
□

Antonio Vivaldi (1678-1741)
Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750)
George Frideric Handel (1685-1759)
Franz Josef Haydn (1732-1809)
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791)

□
□
□
□
□

Ludwig von Beethoven (1770-1827)
Johannes Brahms (1833-1897)
Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky (1840-1893)
Camille Saint-Saëns (1845-1924)
John Philip Sousa (1854-1932)
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□
□
□
□
□

Claude-Achille Debussy (1862-1918)
Sergey Prokofiev (1891-1953)
George Gershwin (1898-1937)
Mercer K. “Duke” Ellington (1899-1974)
Aaron Copland (1900-1990)

Movement
•

The student will respond to musical experiences and create movement, using developmentally
appropriate movement and dramatization.
Grade One

1-MOV.1 Practice a basic
repertoire of nonlocomotor
movements in finger plays
and action songs:
• Pat
• Clap
• Stamp
• Bend
• Stretch
• Twist
• Shake

Grade Two

2-MOV.1 Develop a
repertoire of bilateral
movements:
• Snap
• Hand jive

Grade Three

3-MOV.1 Refine
nonlocomotor movements
previously developed

1-MOV.2 Develop
alternating patterns:
• Pat-clap
• Pat-tap
• Pat-stamp

2-MOV.2

3-MOV.2 Develop
alternating patterns:
• Clap-snap
• Stamp-snap
• Pat-clap-snap

1-MOV.3 Develop and
practice coordinating basic
locomotor movements
during singing games and
circle dances:
• Walk
• Run
• Hop
• Jump
• Twirl
• Skip
• Slide
• Leap
• Gallop

2-MOV.3 Develop facility
with basic patterned
locomotor movements
during:
• line and folk dances
• circle dances

3-MOV.3 Develop patterns
of locomotor movement
during:
• square dances
• line and folk dances
• circle dances
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Grade Four

Grade Five

4-MOV.1 Refine bilateral
movements previously
developed

5-MOV.1

4-MOV.2 Develop
alternating patterns:
• Alternating snap
• Stamp-pat-clap

5-MOV.2 Develop
alternating patterns:
• Alternating pat-snap
• Clap-snap
• Stamp-snap
• Pat-clap-snap
• Stamp-pat-clap-snap

4-MOV.3 Develop patterns
of locomotor movements
during:
• social and popular
(contemporary) dances
• square dances
• line and folk dances

5-MOV.3

Grade One

Grade Two

Grade Three

Grade Four

Grade Five

1-MOV.4 Perform creative
movements while exploring
concepts of time:
• rhythm (pulse, beat,
speed-time or tempo)
• accent (light or strong)
• duration (length)

2-MOV.4 Perform creative
movements while exploring
concepts of time: rhythm,
accent, tempo, and duration

3-MOV.4

4-MOV.4

5-MOV.4

1-MOV.5 Perform creative
movements while exploring
concepts of space:
• level (low, middle,
high)
• direction (forward,
backward, sideways,
up, down)
• size (large or small)
• place-pathways (on
the floor, in the air)
• focus

2-MOV.5 Perform creative
movements while exploring
concepts of space: level,
direction, size, place-pathway,
and focus

3-MOV.5

4-MOV.5

5-MOV.5

2-MOV.6 Perform creative
movements while exploring
concepts of energy: attack,
weight, strength/tension, and
flow

3-MOV.6

4-MOV.6

5-MOV.6

2-MOV.7 Experiment with
qualities of movement
including effort actions:
• wring
• press
• thrust
• slash
• float
• glide

3-MOV.7

4-MOV.7

5-MOV.7

1-MOV.6 Perform creative
movements while exploring
concepts of energy:
• attack (smooth, sharp)
• weight (heavy, light)
• strength/tension (tight
or loose)
• flow (sudden or
sustained, bound or
free)
1-MOV.7 Experiment with
qualities of movement
including effort actions:
• flick
• tap
• thrust
• slash
• float
• glide
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Vocabulary
•

The student will recognize and apply appropriate music vocabulary as they relate to the other
program objectives.
Grade One

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

accompaniment
beat
brass
call (voice)
different
downward
fast
group
higher
instrument
jerky
line
loud
lower
mallet
maracas
melody
note
pattern
percussion
phrase
pitch
repeat
rest
rhythm
same
sing
slow
smooth
soft
solo
space
speak
staff
strings

Grade Two
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.

accent
answer
bordun
call (form)
canon
clef
drum
duet
dynamics
fermata
form
forte
French horn
glockenspiel
introduction
largo
metal
metallophone
meter
non-pitched
ostinato
piano
pitched
presto
question
refrain
response
scraper/shaker
section
similar
tempo
tie
treble
trombone
trumpet

Grade Three
82. accelerando
83. bar line
84. band
85. cello
86. chorus
87. classical
88. coda
89. crescendo
90. descrescendo
91. duple
92. folk
93. interlude
94. jazz
95. ledger line
96. legato
97. marcato
98. measure
99. meter sign
100. orchestra
101. partner song
102. pentatonic
103. popular
104. ritardando
105. staccato
106. string bass
107. style
108. time signature
109. trio
110. triple
111. viola
112. violin
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Grade Four
113. adagio
114. al Coda
115. al Fine
116. allegro
117. alto
118. articulation
119. bass
120. bassoon
121. clarinet
122. composer
123. conductor
124. da Capo
125. del Segno
126. descant
127. ending
128. Fine
129. flute
130. mezzo-forte
131. mezzo-piano
132. oboe
133. quartet
134. recorder
135. rondo
136. saxophone
137. slur
138. soprano
139. syncopation
140. tenor
141. tonal center

Grade Five
142. accidental
143. andante
144. Baroque
145. chord
146. Classical
147. countermelody
148. diatonic
149. flat
150. fortissimo
151. key signature
152. major
153. minor
154. moderato
155. Modern
156. natural
157. pianissimo
158. quintet
159. Romantic
160. score
161. sharp
162. system
163. theme
164. timpani
165. tonality
166. variation

Grade One
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

strong beat
triangle
upward
voice
weak beat
whisper
woodwinds
xylophone

Technology
•

Grade Two

Grade Three

Grade Four

Grade Five

79. tuba
80. verse
81. wood

Objective #: 1-TECH, 2-TECH, 3-TECH, 4-TECH, 5-TECH

The student will employ available technology to augment experiences in the other program
objectives.
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Loudoun County Public Schools
Elementary (1-5) General Music Curriculum Guide
Alignment with Virginia Standards of Learning and
National Standards for Music Education
Grade One

Rhythm
•

The student will experience, recognize, respond to, read, notate,
perform, and create rhythms and rhythmic patterns in a variety of
meters.

Obj. #

Objective

SOL

NS

1-R.1

Maintain steady beat

K.6

1, 2

1-R.2

Distinguish between steady beat and melodic rhythm

1.5

1, 2, 6

1-R.3

Recognize rhythmic patterns as similar to or different
from each other

1-R.4

Employ ± , √ ∝ , ανδ ≤ in rhythmic patterns

1-R.6

6
1.2

Recognize strong and weak beats (macrobeats and
microbeats) in usual meters

1, 2, 5,
(3, 4)
1, 2, 6

Melody
•

The student will experience, recognize, respond to, read, notate,
perform, and create melodic patterns. The melodic solfege system to be
employed is movable do syllables with a la-based minor.

Obj. #
1-M.1

Objective

SOL

NS

Recognize and employ four voice qualities

K.5,
1.4.2

1

1-M.2

Sing in tune

1.1, 1.11

1

1-M.3

Accurately imitate melodic patterns

1-M.4

Compare pitches as higher or lower than one another

1.8

1, 2, 6

1-M.5

Recognize and identify melody patterns that move
upward, downward, or remain the same

2.9, 3.13

1, 2, 5, 6

1-M.6

Identify the music staff

2.9.3

5

1-M.7

Employ mi, so, and la in melodic patterns, including:
•
so-mi
•
so-la-so-mi
•
so-mi-la-so-mi

1.1, 1.4,
1.11

1, 2, 5,
(3, 4)
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1

Harmony / Texture
•

Obj. #
1-H.1
1-H.2
1-H.3
1-H.4

The student will experience, respond to, and perform a variety of
musical textures and harmonic structures.

Objective
Perform a speech ostinato
Employ body percussion
Perform, on instruments, a rhythm ostinato
Perform, on mallet instruments, a simple bordun
(drone)
Perform tonic chords on a chording instrument
Identify solo vs. group texture
Distinguish between accompanied and unaccompanied
vocal music

1-H.5
1-H.6
1-H.7

SOL
1.4
1.4
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10

NS
1
2
2
2
2
6
6

Form
•

Obj. #
1-F.1
1-F.2
1-F.3
1-F.4
1-F.6

The student will experience, recognize, identify, and explain aspects of
musical form.

Objective
Recognize a musical phrase
Identify phrases as same or different
Identify and perform call-and-response phrase form
Identify and perform AB sectional form
Identify and explain the function of the repeat sign
∨|: :|∨

SOL
2.6.3
2.6.1
1.6, 2.6.2
3.10

NS
6
6
1
1, 2, 6
5

Expression
•

Obj. #
1-E.1
1-E.2
1-E.3

The student will recognize, identify, and respond to expressive elements
of music, including dynamics, tempo, and articulation, and will perform
music with appropriate expressive qualities.

Objective
Identify and perform dynamics as loud or soft
Identify and perform tempi as fast or slow
Identify and perform articulations as connected
(smooth) or disconnected (jerky)
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SOL
K.8, 1.7
K.8, 1.7

NS
5, 6
5, 6
6

Timbre
•

Obj. #
1-T.1
1-T.2
1-T.3
1-T.4

The student will experience, recognize, and respond to a variety of
instrumental and vocal timbres.

Objective
Identify four voice qualities: speak, sing, whisper, call
Distinguish between voices and instruments
Identify pitched and non-pitched classroom instruments
Identify, visually, four orchestral instrument families

SOL
K.5
K.10.1
1.9
3.12

NS
6
6
6
6

Genre
•

Obj. #
1-G.1
1-G.2
1-G.3

The student will experience and respond to music of various styles and
genres from a variety of world cultures, including music of the classical
Western tradition.

Objective
Experience music from Alaska, Hawaii, Australia, and
the Pacific region (including Japan)
Experience a variety of musical styles and genres
Experience music masterworks of selected significant
composers

SOL
1.12

NS
9

1.11.2
4.13.2

7, 9
7, 9

SOL
1.3, 1.4.1

6

Movement
Obj. #
1-MOV

Objective
Respond to musical experiences and create movement,
using developmentally appropriate movement and
dramatization

NS

Technology
Obj. #
1-TECH

Objective
Employ available technology to augment experiences
in the other program objectives

SOL
1.12

NS

Vocabulary
Obj. #
1-VCB

Objective
Recognize and apply appropriate music vocabulary
as they relate to the other program objectives
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SOL
1.12

NS
8

Grade Two

Rhythm
•

Obj. #
2-R.4

The student will experience, recognize, respond to, read, notate,
perform, and create rhythms and rhythmic patterns in a variety of
meters.

Objective
Employ ± , √ ∝ , ° , ← , ≤ , ™ , ∑ , and the tie (_ and
⊃) in rhythmic patterns
Employ meters that are represented by the time
signatures ″…, ƒ…, and ⎭⎯

2-R.6

SOL
2.2

NS
1, 2, 5,
(3, 4)

4.11

1, 2, 5

Melody
•

Obj. #
2-M.6

The student will experience, recognize, respond to, read, notate,
perform, and create melodic patterns. The melodic solfege system to be
employed is movable do syllables with a la-based minor.

Objective
Identify the staff, the clef ∞, and pitches F G A B

2-M.7

Employ do, re, mi, so, and la in melodic patterns,
including:
•
so-mi-do
•
la-so-mi-do
•
mi-re-do
•
so-mi-re-do
•
la-so-mi-re-do

SOL
2.9.2,
2.9.3
2.1.1,
2.1.2,
2.5.1,
2.5.2,
2.10

NS
5
1, 2, 5,
(3, 4)

Harmony / Texture
•

Obj. #
2-H.1
2-H.3
2-H.4
2-H.5
2-H.6
2-H.7

The student will experience, respond to, and perform a variety of
musical textures and harmonic structures.

Objective
Sing in two-part canon
Perform in a two-part (two-layer) instrument ensemble
Perform, on mallet instruments, a broken bordun
(drone)
Perform tonic and dominant chords on a chording
instrument
Identify duet texture
Create ostinati
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SOL
2.10.1,
2.10.1,
3.5
2.1.3

NS
1
2
2

3.6

2

2.5.3

6
3, (4)

Form
•

Obj. #
2-F.2

The student will experience, recognize, identify, and explain aspects of
musical form.

Objective
Identify phrases as same, similar, or different (aa, aa′,
or ab)
Identify and perform question-and-answer and calland-response phrase forms
Identify and perform AB, ABA, and verse/refrain
(verse/chorus) sectional forms
Identify an introduction

2-F.3
2-F.4
2-F.5

SOL
2.6.1

NS
6

2.6.3

1, 2, 6

2.4,
2.6.2, 3.7
K.3

1, 2, 6
6

Expression
•

Obj. #

The student will recognize, identify, and respond to expressive elements
of music, including dynamics, tempo, and articulation, and will perform
music with appropriate expressive qualities.

Objective

SOL

NS

2-E.1

Identify and perform dynamics as forte f or piano p

2.7, 4.9

5, 6

2-E.2

Identify and perform tempi as largo or presto

2.7

5, 6

2-E.3

Identify and perform accent > and fermata ⇓

3.10

5, 6

Timbre
•

Obj. #

The student will experience, recognize, and respond to a variety of
instrumental and vocal timbres.

Objective

SOL

NS

2-T.3

Identify brass instruments

2.8

6

2-T.4

Identify, aurally, four orchestral instrument families

3.12

6

2-T.5

Identify four non-pitched percussion groups: metal,
drum, scraper/shaker, wood

1.9

6
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Genre
•

Obj. #
2-G.1
2-G.2
2-G.3

The student will experience and respond to music of various styles and
genres from a variety of world cultures, including music of the classical
Western tradition.

Objective
Experience music from Canada, China, Egypt, Mexico,
and Native America
Experience a variety of musical styles and genres
Experience music masterworks of selected significant
composers

SOL
3.11

NS
9

2.10.2
4.13.2

7, 9
7, 9

Movement
Obj. #
2-MOV

Objective
Respond to musical experiences and create movement,
using developmentally appropriate movement and
dramatization

SOL
2.3, 2.5.5

NS
6

Technology
Obj. #
2-TECH

Objective
Employ available technology to augment experiences
in the other program objectives

SOL
2.11

NS

Vocabulary
Obj. #
2-VCB

Objective
Recognize and apply appropriate music vocabulary
as they relate to the other program objectives
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SOL
2.11

NS
8

Grade Three

Rhythm
•

Obj. #

The student will experience, recognize, respond to, read, notate,
perform, and create rhythms and rhythmic patterns in a variety of
meters.

Objective

SOL

NS

3-R.4

Employ ± , √ ∝ , ° , ← , ⊗ , √ − ∝ , ± ⊗ , ±. ⊗ ,
°. , ≤ , ™ , ∑ , and the tie ( _ and ⊃ ) in rhythmic
patterns

3.2

1, 2, 5,
(3, 4)

3-R.6

Employ the time signatures ″… and ƒ… in usual
duple meter, and the time signatures ≥… and ⎭⎯ in
usual triple meter

4.11,
5.10

1, 2, 5

Melody
•

Obj. #

The student will experience, recognize, respond to, read, notate,
perform, and create melodic patterns. The melodic solfege system to be
employed is movable do syllables with a la-based minor.

Objective

SOL

NS

3-M.6

Identify the staff, the clef ∞, ledger lines, and treble
staff pitches from ledger line C through line 5 F

3.3.1,
3.10

5

3-M.7

Employ so¸, la¸, do, re, mi, so, la, and do′ in melodic
patterns, including:
•
do′-so-la-so
•
do′-so-mi-do
•
mi-so-do′
•
re-do-la¸
•
mi-re-do-la¸
•
so-mi-re-do-la¸ ֽ
•
re-do-la¸-so¸
•
mi-re-do-la¸-so¸
•
so-mi-re-do-la¸-so¸

3.1,
3.3.1,
3.7.3

1, 2, 5,
(3, 4)

3.1,
3.3.1,
3.13

5

3-M.8

Identify, read, and notate do-pentatonic melodic
patterns where do = C, F, and G
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Harmony / Texture
•

Obj. #
3-H.1

The student will experience, respond to, and perform a variety of
musical textures and harmonic structures.

Objective
Sing partner songs and in multi-part canon

3-H.3

Perform in a three-part (three-layer) instrument
ensemble
Perform, on mallet instruments, level and arpeggiated
borduns (drones)
Identify trio texture
Create accompaniments and ostinati

3-H.4
3-H.6
3-H.7

SOL
3.14.1,
4.1.2
3.5

NS
1
2

3.5, 3.6

2

3.7.1

6
3, 4

Form
•

Obj. #
3-F.4

The student will experience, recognize, identify, and explain aspects of
musical form.

Objective
Identify and perform AB, ABA, ABC, and
verse/refrain (verse/chorus) sectional forms
Identify an introduction, interlude, and coda

3-F.5

SOL
2.6.2, 3.9

NS
6
6

Expression
•

Obj. #
3-E.1

The student will recognize, identify, and respond to expressive elements
of music, including dynamics, tempo, and articulation, and will perform
music with appropriate expressive qualities.

Objective
Identify and perform forte f, piano p, crescendo
, and decrescendo
Identify and perform largo, presto, accelerando, and
ritardando
Identify and perform marcato ⇒ , legato ± , staccato
± ̣, accent >, and fermata ⇓

3-E.2
3-E.3

SOL
4.9

NS
5, 6

3.3.2,
3.10
3.10

5, 6
5, 6

Timbre
•

Obj. #
3-T.2
3-T.3

The student will experience, recognize, and respond to a variety of
instrumental and vocal timbres.

Objective
Identify band, orchestra, chorus
Identify string instruments

SOL
3.12
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NS
6
6

Genre
•

Obj. #
3-G.1
3-G.2
3-G.3

The student will experience and respond to music of various styles and
genres from a variety of world cultures, including music of the classical
Western tradition.

Objective
Experience music from Greece, Italy, and West Africa
and Mali
Experience a variety of musical styles and genres
Experience music masterworks of selected significant
composers

SOL
3.11

NS
9

3.14.2
4.13.2

7, 9
7, 9

SOL
3.4, 3.7.2

6

Movement
Obj. #
3-MOV

Objective
Respond to musical experiences and create movement,
using developmentally appropriate movement and
dramatization

NS

Technology
Obj. #
3-TECH

Objective
Employ available technology to augment experiences
in the other program objectives

SOL
3.15

NS

SOL
3.15

NS

Vocabulary
Obj. #
3-VCB

Objective
Recognize and apply appropriate music vocabulary
as they relate to the other program objectives
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8

Grade Four

Rhythm
•

Obj. #

The student will experience, recognize, respond to, read, notate,
perform, and create rhythms and rhythmic patterns in a variety of
meters.

Objective
Employ ± , √ ∝ , ∂ = = ≈ , √ ⎡ ≈ , ∂ ⎢ ∝ , ° , ← , ⊗ ,
√ − ∝ , ± ⊗ , ±. ⊗ , °. , ≤ , ◊ , 〈 , ™ , ∑ , and the tie ( _
and ⊃ ) in rhythmic patterns
Recognize and employ syncopation patterns, including
∂ − ≈ , ⊗ ± ⊗ , ± ° ± , ◊ ± ⊗ , ≤ ° ± , and variations of
these patterns that employ the tie (both _ and ⊃ )
Employ and explain the function of the time signatures
″… and ƒ… in usual duple meter, and the time
signatures ≥… and ⎭⎯ in usual triple meter

4-R.4

4-R.5

4-R.6

SOL

NS

4.2

1, 2, 5,
(3, 4)

4.2

1, 2, 5,
(3, 4)

4.11,
5.10

1, 2, 5

Melody
•

Obj. #

The student will experience, recognize, respond to, read, notate,
perform, and create melodic patterns. The melodic solfege system to be
employed is movable do syllables with a la-based minor.

Objective
Employ so ֽ, la ֽ, do, re, mi, fa, so, la, and do′ in
melodic patterns, including:
•
sfmrd
•
mfs
•
drmfs
•
rf
Identify, read, and notate do-pentatonic and lapentatonic melodic patterns in a variety of keys
Perform at least 3 pitches on soprano recorder

4-M.7

4-M.8
4-M.10

SOL

NS

4.1,
4.3.1,
4.3.2,
4.14

1, 2, 5,
(3, 4)

4.3, 4.12

5

4.3, 4.14

2

Harmony / Texture
•

Obj. #

The student will experience, respond to, and perform a variety of
musical textures and harmonic structures.

Objective

SOL

4-H.1

Sing descants, partner songs, and in multi-part canon

4-H.3

Perform in a multi-part (multilayer) instrumental
ensemble
Perform, on mallet instruments, a moving bordun
(drone)
Perform tonic, subdominant, and dominant chords on a
chording instrument
Identify quartet texture
Create accompaniments and ostinati

4-H.4
4-H.5
4-H.6
4-H.7
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NS

4.1.2,
4.14.1
4.5,
4.14.1
4.5, 4.6

1

4.6

2

4.7.1

6
3, 4

2
2

Form
•

The student will experience, recognize, identify, and explain aspects of
musical form.

Obj. #

Objective

SOL

NS

4-F.4

Identify and perform AB, ABA, ABC, verse/refrain
(verse/chorus) and rondo (ABACA) sectional forms

4.8, 3.9,
2.6.2

6

4-F.6

Identify and explain the function of musical directives, 3.10, 5.8
including repeat sign ∨|: :|∨, Da Capo (D.C.), Del
Segno (D.S.), %, al Fine, Fine, al Coda, , and multiple
endings (1st and 2nd endings)

5

Expression
•

Obj. #

The student will recognize, identify, and respond to expressive elements
of music, including dynamics, tempo, and articulation, and will perform
music with appropriate expressive qualities.

Objective
Identify and perform forte f, mezzo-forte mf, mezzopiano mp, piano p, crescendo
, and
decrescendo
Identify and perform largo, adagio, allegro, presto,
accelerando, and ritardando

4-E.1

4-E.2

Identify and perform slur √∇∝, marcato ⇒ , legato
± , staccato ± ̣, accent >, and fermata ⇓

4-E.3

SOL

NS

4.9

5, 6

3.3.2,
3.10, 5.8

5, 6

3.10, 5.8

5, 6

Timbre
•

Obj. #
4-T.1
4-T.3
4-T.4

The student will experience, recognize, and respond to a variety of
instrumental and vocal timbres.

Objective
Identify four adult vocal registers: soprano, alto, tenor,
bass

MS.7.3

6

Identify woodwind instruments

3.12,
4.10

6

Identify, visually, individual orchestral instruments

4.10

6
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SOL

NS

Genre
•

Obj. #
4-G.1
4-G.2
4-G.3

The student will experience and respond to music of various styles and
genres from a variety of world cultures, including music of the classical
Western tradition.

Objective
SOL
Experience music from England, France, Germany, and 5.11.4
music associated with the history of Virginia
4.13.1
Experience a variety of musical styles and genres
4.13.2
Experience music masterworks of selected significant
composers

NS
9
7, 9
7, 9

Movement
Obj. #
4-MOV

Objective
Respond to musical experiences and create movement,
using developmentally appropriate movement and
dramatization

SOL
4.4,
4.7.3

NS
6

Technology
Obj. #
4-TECH

Objective
Employ available technology to augment experiences
in the other program objectives

SOL

NS

4.15

Vocabulary
Obj. #
4-VCB

Objective
Recognize and apply appropriate music vocabulary
as they relate to the other program objectives
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SOL
4.15

NS
8

Grade Five

Rhythm
•

The student will experience, recognize, respond to, read, notate,
perform, and create rhythms and rhythmic patterns in a variety of
meters.

Obj. #

Objective

SOL

5-R.4

Employ ± , √ ∝ , ∂ = = ≈ , √ ⎡ ≈ , ∂ ⎢ ∝ , √.≈ , ° , ← , ⊗ ,
√ − ∝ , ± ⊗ , ±. ⊗ , °. , ≤ , ◊ , 〈 , ™ , ∑ , and the tie ( _
and ⊃ ) in rhythmic patterns

5-R.7

Experience the metric counting system

5.2

NS
1, 2, 5,
(3, 4)
5

Melody
•

Obj. #

The student will experience, recognize, respond to, read, notate,
perform, and create melodic patterns. The melodic solfege system to be
employed is movable do syllables with a la-based minor.

Objective
Identify the staff, system, the clef ∞, the clef ♦, ledger
lines, and pitches on the grand staff
Employ so ֽ, la ֽ, ti ֽ, do, re, mi, fa, so, la, ti, and do′
in melodic patterns, including:
•
dt ֽl ֽ
•
dt ֽd
Identify, read, and notate pentatonic and diatonic
melodic patterns in a variety of keys
Identify major and minor tonality, key signatures, and
accidentals (# ≅ ∃ )
Perform at least 5 pitches on soprano recorder

5-M.6
5-M.7

5-M.8
5-M.9
5-M.10

SOL

NS

5.3

5

5.1, 5.3,
5.12

1, 2, 5,
(3, 4)

5.3

5

4.12, 5.3

5

5.5, 5.12

2

Harmony / Texture
•

Obj. #
5-H.1
5-H.5
5-H.6

The student will experience, respond to, and perform a variety of
musical textures and harmonic structures.

Objective
Sing independent two-part harmony, descants, partner
songs, and in multi-part canon
Perform, on chording instruments, various chords in
major and minor tonalities
Identify quintet texture
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SOL

NS

5.1.2,
5.12.1

1

5.12.1

2
6

Form
•

Obj. #

The student will experience, recognize, identify, and explain aspects of
musical form.

Objective
Identify and perform AB, ABA, ABC, verse/refrain
(verse/chorus), rondo (ABACA), and theme-andvariations (A A′ A″ etc.) sectional forms

5-F.4

SOL
5.7, 4.8,
3.9,
2.6.2

NS
6

Expression
•

Obj. #

The student will recognize, identify, and respond to expressive elements
of music, including dynamics, tempo, and articulation, and will perform
music with appropriate expressive qualities.

Objective
SOL
4.9
Identify and perform fortissimo ff, forte f, mezzo-forte
mf, mezzo-piano mp, piano p, pianissimo pp,
crescendo
, and decrescendo
Identify and perform largo, adagio, andante, moderato, 3.10, 5.8
allegro, presto, accelerando, and ritardando

5-E.1

5-E.2

NS
5, 6

5, 6

Timbre
•

Obj. #
5-T.3
5-T.4
5-T.5

The student will experience, recognize, and respond to a variety of
instrumental and vocal timbres.

Objective
Identify percussion instruments
Identify, aurally, individual orchestral instruments
Experience available world instruments
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SOL
5.9
5.9
5.9,
5.11.4

NS
6
6
6, 9

Genre
•

Obj. #
5-G.1
5-G.2
5-G.3

The student will experience and respond to music of various styles and
genres from a variety of world cultures, including music of the classical
Western tradition.

Objective
Experience music from Africa, Russia, Spain, and
music associated with the history of the United States
Experience a variety of musical styles and genres
Experience music masterworks of selected significant
composers

SOL

NS

5.11.4

9

5.11.3
5.11.5

7, 9
7, 9

Movement
Obj. #
5-MOV

Objective
Respond to musical experiences and create movement,
using developmentally appropriate movement and
dramatization

SOL
5.4,
5.6.2

NS
6

Technology
Obj. #
5-TECH

Objective
Employ available technology to augment experiences
in the other program objectives

SOL

NS

5.3.2

Vocabulary
Obj. #
5-VCB

Objective
Recognize and apply appropriate music vocabulary
as they relate to the other program objectives

47

SOL
5.11.1,
5.13

NS
8

33

Glossary
a cappella

Choral music sung without instrumental accompaniment.

accelerando

Becoming faster in tempo.

accent

Emphasis on a note or chord.

accompaniment

A musical background to a melody.

adagio

Slow tempo.

al coda

Literally, “to the coda”. See also coda.

al fine

Literally, “to the ending”. See also fine.

allegro

Fast, cheerful tempo.

alto

The lowest female voice classification; also can refer to the
lowest unchanged boy’s voice.

andante

Moderately slow tempo; “walking speed”.

bass

The lowest male voice classification.

body percussion

Refers to stamping, patting, clapping, and snapping.

bordun

A repeated pattern on an open fifth or octave. Also referred
to as a bordoun or drone.

broken bordun

A repeated pattern on an open fifth or octave, with hands
alternating.

call and response

Phrase form where a phrase is sung or played by a solo
leader and is followed by a phrase sung or played by a
group; the response is usually a repeated phrase or pattern.
(In call and response form, the call changes and the
response stays the same.) See also question and answer.

canon

Literally, “rule”. A musical form in which a melody is
imitated in one or more parts, similar to a round, but with
all parts ending at the same time. See also round.

coda

Literally, “tail”. The last part of a piece, usually added to a
standard form to bring it to a close.
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crescendo

Getting louder in dynamics.

crossover bordun

A repeated pattern on an open fifth to an octave, with hands
crossing over.

D.C. (da capo)

Literally, “from the head”; go back to the beginning.

D.S. (del segno)

Literally, “from the sign”; go back to the sign % .

decrescendo

Getting softer in dynamics.

descant

An added melody, usually higher than the fixed melody.

diatonic melody

A melody made from the diatonic scale. Also, a melody
that moves by half steps and whole steps but does not
include chromatic pitches.

diatonic scale

A scale composed of seven pitches, such as major, minor,
or modal scales.

drone

See bordun.

duple meter

A pattern of beats indicated by the meter that can be
divided into twos (ƒ…, ″…, occasionally ≥… ); also known
as simple meter.

fermata

Hold the note longer than rhythm indicated.

fine

The end.

folk music

Music that is accepted in the community and usually is
passed on by oral communication.

forte

Loud.

fortissimo

Very loud.

interlude

A short musical connection between sections or verses.

introduction

The first part of a piece, usually presenting a part of the
main theme.

jazz

Music mainly created by African-Americans in the
twentieth century; uses elements of European-American
and tribal African music; characteristics include
improvisation, bent pitches, swing, and polyrhythm.
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largo

Broad; very slow tempo.

ledger line

A line added above or below the staff.

legato

Smooth and connected; opposite of staccato.

level bordun

A repeated pattern on an open fifth or octave, alternating
instrument voices.

macrobeats

The fundamental beats in a rhythm pattern. In ″… meter,
quarter notes are the macrobeats. In ⎭⎯ meter, dotted
quarter notes are the macrobeats. In ≥… meter, dotted half
notes are the macrobeats.

marcato

Marked; stressed.

melodic rhythm

The rhythm of the melody.

mezzo-forte

Moderately loud.

mezzo-piano

Moderately soft.

microbeats

The equal divisions of a macrobeat. In ″… meter, groups
of two eighth notes (√ ∝ ) are the microbeats. In ⎭⎯
meter, groups of three eighth notes (√ − ∝ ) are the
microbeats. In ≥… meter, groups of three quarter notes
(± ± ± ) are the microbeats.

moderato

Moderate tempo.

moving bordun

A repeated pattern on an open fifth or octave, from tonic to
a new chord.

musical theatre

A story told with singing, speech, drama and dancing.

opera

A drama with scenery and acting, which is generally sung
throughout to accompaniment of an orchestra.

ostinato

A constantly repeated pattern or phrase.

pentatonic melody

A melody made from the pentatonic scale.

pentatonic scale

A scale composed of five pitches, usually do, re, mi, so,
and la.
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phrase

A musical unit, often referring to melody; a “musical
sentence”.

pianissimo

Very soft.

piano

Soft.

presto

Very fast.

question and answer Phrase form where a repeated phrase is performed,
followed by an improvised phrase, as if conversation. (In
question and answer form, the question stays the same and
the answer changes.) See also call and response.
ragtime

American popular music that features strongly syncopated
melodies and steady beat accompaniment.

ritardando

Getting slower in tempo. (ritard., rit.)

rondo

ABACA sectional form.

round

A musical form in which a melody is imitated in one or
more parts, with each part completing the melody. See also
canon.

slur

Two or more pitches connected by a single articulation.

soprano

The highest female voice classification.

staccato

Short, detached notes.

strong beat

Emphasized or accented unit in each measure. In
ƒ… meter, the strong beats are 1 and 3; in
″…, ≥…, ανδ ⎭⎯ meters, the strong beat is 1. See also
macrobeats.

system

Staffs, connected by a vertical line, which are performed at
the same time.

tenor

A high natural male voice.

theme and variations Compositional procedure in which a theme is stated and
then altered in successive statements.
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triple meter

A pattern of beats indicated by the meter that can be
divided into threes (⎭⎯ and usually ≥…); also known as
compound meter

voice functions

Refers to whispering, speaking, calling, and singing voices.

weak beat

Unemphasized or unaccented unit in each measure. In ƒ…
meter, the weak beats are 2 and 4; in ″… or ⎭⎯ meter, the
weak beat is 2; in ≥… meter, the weak beats are 2 and 3.
See also microbeats.
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Sample Instrument List
Unpitched Percussion:

Unpitched Percussion, cont.:

Metal:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Drum:

Finger Cymbals
Jingle Bells
Sleigh Bells
Tambourine
Cow Bell
Agogo Bells
Gankogui
Bell Tree
Wind Chimes
Hanging Cymbal
Gong

·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Pitched Percussion:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Wood:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Piccolo Blocks
Claves
Slapstick
Wood Block
Tic-Toc Block
Castanets
Temple Blocks
Log Drum

Soprano Glockenspiel
Alto Glockenspiel
Soprano Xylophone
Soprano Metallophone
Alto Xylophone
Alto Metallophone
Bass Xylophone
Bass Metallophone
Contra Bass Bars
Timpani

Other Miscellaneous
Instruments:

Shaker/Scraper:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Hand Drum
Bongo Drum
Snare Drum
Conga Drum
Bass Drum
Djembe Drum
Talking Drum

Maracas
Cabasa
Shakers
Shekere
Guiro
Vibraslap
Ratchet
Flex-a-tone
Washboard

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
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Soprano Recorder
Alto Recorder
Autoharp
Ukulele
Guitar
Hand Bells
Tone Bars
Piano

